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•Powder coated steel frame

•Aluminum construction

•Max cargo load of 1000 lbs (450kg)

•Max load per shelf of 250lbs (113kg)

•Collapsible and nesting for effective storage

•Two removable shelves with oblong   
  handle cutouts

•Shelves can be stored on the cart up 
  against back frame

•Front loading

•Indoor / outdoor cart usage

•Fully enclosed with when in operation 
  (doors with security spring latches)

•Can be moved by powered equipment

•Hitch assembly for moving multiple 
  units (by powered equipment)

•On casters with top locking brake

•Includes corner bumpers

L 30.70” | W 51.70” | H 77.00”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

ALUMINUM 
DELIVERY 
CART
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CART
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L 54.125” | W 23.50” | H 45.50”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

GROCERY 
PICKING
CART

45.5
O.A

54.125
O.A

23.5
O.A

•Powder coated steel frame

•5” Rigid and swivel casters with brakes

•Front bumper guards

•Optional food grade bins

•Saddle Shelf for devices up to 12”D

•Magnetic scanner holder

•Saddle bag rack for standard totes
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COLLAPSIBLE 
DEPOT CART

•Solid steel base

•Powdercoated steel

•2 swivel casters, 1 swivel caster with  
 directional lock and 1 rigid caster

•1 side loading and unloading

•Shelf with front lip

•1 or 2 shelf configuration

•Collapsible and nestable

•Route identification plate

•Ergonomic handle with multiple grip points

•Central locking brake system

•Wire grid on 3 sides for better visibility  
  of product

• Bumper guards

• Load Capacity: 350 Kg (771 Lbs)

L 74.60” | W 30.00” | H 66.30”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

 30
  O.A 

 74.6
   O.A. 

 66.3
   O.A. 
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•Front loading

•Welded steel wire mesh for light and  
  strong construction

•5” light/medium load caster with 
  Polyurethane wheels

•2 rigid casters and 2 swivel casters with 
  foot brake

L 32.00” | W 24.00” | H 50.00”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

LIGHT 
WEIGHT 
DUMP BIN

 32  24 

 50 
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MATERIAL HANDLING
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•Compatible with common plastic
  stacking containers

•Accessible fold down gates when stacked

•Optimize space by stacking vertically

•Steel construction

•Heavy duty

•Movable with a pallet jack or forklift

•Can be used indoors and outdoors

•Wire grid frame on 4 sides to retain   
  product

L 48.00” | W 45.00” | H 34.50”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

STACKER
CAGE

34.5
O.A

48
O.A

45
O.A
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CAGES
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NON-
CONVEYABLE
CAGE

•Steel construction

•Heavy duty

•Steel metal base with perforation for   
  drainage

•Folding door panel

•Vertical angles support with cross bracing

•Movable with pallet jack or forklift

•Optimize your space

•Outdoor/indoor use

•Wire grid frame on 4 sides to retain product

•Load capacity: 1200 LBS (544 KG)

L 47.60” | W 44.90” | H 79.80”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

79.8
O.A

47.6
O.A

34.5
I.D

44.9
O.A

31.9
I.D

 4.25 
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DC PARCEL
CAGE

•Solid steel base

•Zinc plated

•2 swivel casters and 2 rigid casters

•1 side loading and unloading

•Security latch double doors to secure   
  product in place and avoid damage

•Can be maneuvered with the use of a  
  pallet jack or forklift

•Route identification plate

•Ergonomic handle with multiple grip points

•Wire grid on 4 sides for better visibility

•Bumper guard

L 45.25” | W 43.25” | H 88.00”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

45.25
O.A.

88
O.A.

43.25
O.A.

54.75
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MATERIAL HANDLING

A-Lift
INDUSTRIAL
TRICYCLE 
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•Disc brake (x 2 on the rear axis) 

•Drum brakes on the front with parking 
  pin (make it stationary)

•Chrome rims with spokes

•Solid tire

•Heavy duty differential allows wheels to 
  spin independently of each other
  encouraging the A-lift to take tighter  
  and sharper turns

•Free wheel cranks

•Comfortable and adjustable saddle
  on spring

•Comfortable and adjustable chrome  
  handlebar with handgrip

•Removable modular pan with possibility 
  of adding accessories

•Front and rear LED Light

L 75.00” | W 36.00” | H 39.00”

PRODUCT SUMMARY

36
O.A

75
O.A

32
ADJUSTABLE

39
ADJUSTABLE

 19.5 

A-Lift
INDUSTRIAL
TRICYCLE



ARRIVEShelving
System
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Detailed View
Straps can also be 
anchored to the 
uprights for maximum 
adjustability

Detailed View
Quickly loosen straps 
for access, and tighten 
to secure during transit

Detailed View
Straps can be 
anchored to the 
L-Track’s spring 
release system
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